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Gennacker Pty Ltd v Smith (Residential Parks) [2012] NSWCTTT 153 (17 April 2012)

CONSUMER TRADER AND TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division


APPLICATION NO: 		RP 12/02532   

APPLICANT: 			Gennacker Pty Ltd

RESPONDENT: 			Kathleen Shirley Smith

APPLICATION: 			Termination of site agreement and removal 					of structure

APPEARANCES: 			Mr J Willmott for the applicant; 
					Dr G Martin for the respondent

HEARING: 				23 March 2012 at Tweed Heads

LEGISLATION: 			Residential Parks Act 1998; Consumer 						Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001; 						Local Government Act 1919



ORDERS


On 23 March 2012 the following orders were made:

	The application is dismissed for the reasons given orally at the hearing.


	Each party is to pay own costs.



REASONS FOR DECISION

APPLICATION

1.	By an application filed 17 January 2012, the applicant sought an order 	in respect of breach of the agreement, an order that the resident 	remove an awning and landing attached to the rear of a caravan and 	annex that is over the site boundary and an order to terminate the 	resident’s site agreement.

JURISDICTION

2.	The Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear and determine this application 	pursuant to the Residential Parks Act 1998 (“the Act”)

PROCEEDINGS

3.	A directions hearing was held on 3 February 2012. The case could not 	be resolved on that day and it was set down for hearing on 23 March 	2012. It was heard on that day and the decision and reasons for the 	decision were conveyed to the parties orally. The hearing was sound 	recorded. The respondent’s representative now seeks to have the 	reasons provided in writing.

4.	It was common ground that the respondent had a site agreement in 	respect of site 102 at the Homestead Holiday Park operated by the 	applicant. The site agreement is oral. The respondent has been a 	resident at the park for 22 years since 1990.

5.	There was an issue in regard to time in respect of part of the 	application. It seems that if the respondent was in breach of the 	agreement, the breach may be several years old and any application in 	regard to the breach may be well outside the 30 day time limit for 	application to the Tribunal. The parts of the application dealing with 	removal of the structure and termination of the site agreement may not 	be affected by the time issue. It was considered that the better 	approach would be to consider the application on its merits and only 	have regard to the time issue if the application had the potential to 	succeed.

6.	The applicant’s termination notice was issued on 24 November 2011. It 	was valid as to form and manner of service and it allowed sufficient 	time for the resident to comply with the request for vacant possession.

APPLICANT’S EVIDENCE

7.	Oral evidence was given by Mr  Willmott. The applicant provided 	photographs and measurements in regard to the allegation that there 	was an awning and landing over the boundary of the respondent’s site. 	
8.	The applicant’s case was that the resident had failed to remove the 	offending structures after being requested so to do, that the resident 	had made alterations to her site without the consent of the park owner, 	that the resident had attached a fixture to her site without the consent 	of the park owner and that the resident was in breach of the park rules. 

9.	Mr  Willmott referred to a plan submitted to the local authority in regard 	to the addition of a car port on the respondent’s site. The plan did not 	show the awning and landing in issue in these proceedings and Mr 	Willmott’s argument was that there was an inference that these 	structures were not at the site when the carport was constructed and 	accordingly must have been constructed later without the park owner’s 	consent. The applicant produced an example of a site agreement with 	the usual terms of a written site agreement.

RESPONDENT’S EVIDENCE

10.	The respondent relied upon the contents of a comprehensive folder of 	documents.

11.	Oral evidence was given by the respondent. She said that the awning 	and landing were at the site when she purchased her dwelling in 1990. 	She said she had only made one addition to the site being the 	construction of a carport which had park owner approval.

FINDINGS

12.	The following findings were given orally at the hearing:

	(1)		The application has three issues: (a) an order that the 			respondent was in breach of the agreement; (b) an order 			that the respondent remove the structure and (c) an order 			to terminate the site agreement.

	(2)		The applicant has the onus of proof. The test is on the 			balance of probabilities.

	(3)		The evidence is that the respondent purchased the 				premises on site 102 from Rosanne Elizabeth Babbington 			on 2 February 1990. The respondent has a site 				agreement with the applicant. The respondent therefore 			has had the right to occupy site 102 for the past 22 years.

	(4)		The site agreement is oral. Section 16A of the Act says 			where there is no site agreement in writing; the 				agreement is taken to include the following terms (a) 				each term set out in the relevant standard form of 				residential tenancy agreement and (b) each term 				prescribed by the regulations.

	(5)		Schedule 1 to the Regulations has a form of site 				agreement for three years or less and Schedule 2 has a 			form of site agreement for three years or more. In the 				usual case the initial fixed term is set below three years 			so that the park owner if not precluded from increases in 			site fees. One would assume that if a standard form of 			site agreement had have been entered into it would have 			been in the form set out in Schedule 1.

	(6)		The clauses from Schedule 1 with relevance to this case 			are clause 13 requiring a resident to comply with park 				rules, clause 19 requiring a resident to obtain permission 			for alterations and additions to the premises at the site 			and clause 34 requiring a resident’s premises to comply 			with the Local Government Act 1919. 
	(7)		The first issue to determine was whether the landing and 			awning was at the premises on the site in February 1990. 			The respondent gave sworn evidence that these items 			were at the residence when she purchased it. The park 			owner relied upon the inference from the carport plan 				previously referred to. The applicant has been the park 			owner for 25 years. It was considered reasonable to 				expect the park owner would have known at some time 			over the past 22 years that there had been an illegal 				addition to the site. The park owner has the onus of proof. 			Having regard to the sworn evidence of the respondent 			and in the absence of no evidence to contradict that 				evidence, the park owner cannot prove that the structures 			were erected after February 1990. A finding was made 			that the landing and awning was at the site in February 			1990.

	(8)		The second issue was whether the resident was in 				breach of the agreement for carrying out alterations to the 			premises at her site without the park owner’s consent. 			The answer to this question was “no”. The only alteration 			to the premises was the addition of a carport which is not 			in issue in these proceedings.

	(9)		The third issue was whether the respondent was in 				breach of the park rules. The park rules in exhibit 6 were 			examined and no breach of those rules could be found.

	(10)		The fourth issue was whether the landing and awning 				was over the boundary of the site. No technical evidence 			(for example from a surveyor) was produced by the 				applicant to prove this issue. The applicant relies on 				measurements and comparisons with boundary 				dimensions and distances from roadway. A finding was 			made that the park owner could not technically prove on 			the evidence that the landing and awning was over the 			boundary. If in another place this finding is challenged, a 			further finding was made that even if the landing and 				awning are over the boundary the respondent is not in 			breach of the agreement. The site agreement is verbal. 			The applicant is unable to prove that it is a term of the 			site agreement that the respondent has to remove items 			over the boundary in premises that were purchased 				in 1990.

	(11)		The fifth issue is whether the resident was in breach of 			the provisions of the Local Government Act 1919 in 				respect of the premises at her site. No technical evidence 			was produced by the park owner that the resident had 			failed to comply with this legislation. There was no 				evidence that the resident had been given a notice to 				comply. The park owner could not prove this breach.

	(12) 		A finding was made that the respondent was not in 				breach of the site agreement, in particular the three 				clauses in the standard form of agreement which would 			apply in circumstances where there is an old verbal 				agreement.

	(13)		A finding was made that no order could be made for the 			removal of the landing and awning for the reasons 				previously given.

	(14)		A finding was made that the Tribunal could not terminate 			the resident’s site agreement. The notice of termination 			particularised four grounds. The first was a claim that the 			resident had refused to remove the awning and landing. 			That is not a valid basis for the notice. The second 				ground alleged a breach re attaching the awning and 				landing to the site or adding or altering the site. This 				ground could not be established because the evidence is 			that the resident purchased the premises in 1990 with the 			awning and landing in place and she had not added these 			structures to the site or altered the site without 					permission. The third and fourth grounds are similar and 			cannot be established for the same reasons. The 				applicant was unable to establish breach of the 				agreement to found the notice of termination. Also, even 			if the applicant could establish a ground for termination 			(other than non-payment of rent or dilapidated premises) 			s 100 of the Act provides that the Tribunal could 				only terminate the site agreement if the park owner could 			establish that the breach was serious or persistent. The 			park owner could not discharge this onus. There is no 			evidence as to when the park owner became aware of 			the breach. The evidence is that the park owner has 				operated the park for 25 years. One assumes that it must 			have known for several years about its allegations about 			the awning and landing but did nothing about it. The 				Tribunal has found that the applicant cannot prove the 			awning and landing is over the boundary at the resident’s 			site and that the resident is not in breach. However, if 				there was a breach, the Tribunal could not find that the 			breach was serious or persistent given the long period of 			time the park owner has presumably allowed the 				structure to remain at the site.

	(15)		The respondent made an application for costs. There 				were no costs incurred by the respondent personally. The 			claim for costs was made for accommodation and travel 			for the respondent’s representative to travel from Forster 			to Tweed Heads.

	(16)		The Consumer Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001 			provides firstly that costs can only be awarded in this type 			of case if there are exceptional circumstances. A finding 			was made that the circumstances were not exceptional 			such as to allow an award of costs. Secondly, this 				legislation allows the Tribunal to award costs if the 				application is frivolous, vexatious, misconceived or 				lacking in substance. This issue was arguable but the 				finding was that a cost order could not be made in 				reliance on these criteria. 
 



Kim Holwell
Member
Consumer Trader & Tenancy Tribunal

17 April 2012

